We conducted controlled crosses in populations of the long-lived clonal shrub, Vaccinium angustifolium (lowbush blueberry) to estimate inbreeding depression and mutation parameters associated with somatic deleterious mutation. Inbreeding depression level was high, with many plants failing to set fruit after self-pollination. We also compared fruit set from autogamous pollinations (pollen collected from within the same inflorescence) with fruit set from geitonogamous pollinations (pollen collected from the same plant but from inflorescences separated by several meters of branch growth). The difference between geitonogamous versus autogamous fitness within single plants is referred to as 'autogamy depression' (AD). AD can be caused by somatic deleterious mutation. AD was significantly different from zero for fruit set. We developed a maximum-likelihood procedure to estimate somatic mutation parameters from AD, and applied it to geitonogamous and autogamous fruit set data from this experiment. We infer that, on average, approximately three sublethal, partially dominant somatic mutations exist within the crowns of the plants studied. We conclude that somatic mutation in this woody plant results in an overall genomic deleterious mutation rate that exceeds the rate measured to date for annual plants. Some implications of this result for evolutionary biology and agriculture are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Plants violate the Weismann's doctrine of the separation of germ line and soma (Weismann, 1893) . Although in theory, this means that mutations can be passed from the soma to gametes, it is unclear how often mutations occur in somatic tissue during plant development, and whether and by how much intra-organismal selection filters out cells bearing such mutations before they are passed onto gametes (Otto and Orive, 1995) . Somatic mutation and somatic selection are postulated to have important roles in plant evolution through their influence on total mutational load and plant defense (Whitham and Slobodchikoff, 1981; Antolin and Strobeck, 1985; Klekowski, 1988; Gill et al., 1995; Otto and Hastings, 1998) . Despite frequent discussion of somatic mutation and selection in the plant evolutionary literature, published measurements of the magnitude of these processes are virtually nonexistent. This lack of information stems in part from the difficulty inherent in studying mutation and selection within the soma. It is also attributable to the fact that genomic mutation is an infrequent process, resulting in individual mutations whose effects are typically small and difficult to detect in reasonably sized experiments. Such obstacles are familiar to those who have attempted to estimate mutation rates from phenotypic data in mutation accumulation experiments (Drake et al., 1998) .
In addition to the difficulties noted above, questions remain about the number of somatic cell divisions that arise between formation of the zygote and establishment of the plant germ line, an issue that is difficult to resolve without detailed knowledge of how plant meristems divide to produce additional stem cells and somatic tissue (Klekowski et al., 1985; Pineda-Krch and Lehtila, 2002) . In some plant species, it has been estimated that there are fewer than a hundred somatic cell divisions, separating zygote formation from gamete formation, whereas, in others, there may be many thousands of such divisions. The actual number is difficult to determine with accuracy (Otto and Walbot, 1990; Cloutier et al., 2003; Scofield, 2006) . In the case of long-lived plants, it has been argued that because of the large numbers of somatic cell divisions separating zygote from gamete formation, significant numbers of somatic mutations in theory can accumulate within the cell lineages that eventually differentiate into gametogenic tissue, and that this, in turn, should lead to a higher overall per-generation rate of mutation than observed in annual plants (Klekowski, 1988) . For instance, Klekowski and Godfrey (1989) estimated that rates of chlorophyll deficiency-causing mutation per generation are 25 times higher in mangrove trees than in the annual plants barley and buckwheat.
The focus of this paper is on the rate of deleterious somatic mutation. Deleterious mutations may influence patterns of evolution and are also of concern in conservation biology (Kondrashov, 1988; Lynch and Gabriel, 1990; Schoen et al., 1998) . For instance, deleterious somatic mutation may have a central role in mating system evolution. As a group, trees and shrubs are known to exhibit a higher rate of outcrossing than annual plants (Barrett et al., 1996) . Scofield and Schultz (2006) suggested that this correlation of mating system and life history reflects evolved responses of the mating system to inbreeding depression levels. Specifically, they proposed that higher per-generation deleterious mutation rates arising as a consequence of somatic mutation accumulation in long-lived plants should lead to higher equilibrium levels of inbreeding depression compared with those in annual plants, and that this has favored the evolution of reproductive traits that enforce outcrossing (for example, self-incompatibility, dioecy). Data from the literature on the relationship between inbreeding depression levels and selfing rates support this idea. The hypothesis is further supported by models of mating system modifier selection in annual and perennial plants, that have shown that high rates of mitotic mutation promote the evolution of outcrossing in perennials (Morgan, 2001) .
Rates of somatic mutation have been estimated by direct assay of marker locus genotypes in long-lived plants (for example, Cloutier et al., 2003; O'Connell and Ritland, 2004) , but the fitness consequences of marker mutations are difficult to determine. In contrast, a more direct approach involves assaying the phenotypic effects of somatic mutation by measuring fitness of progeny (or gametophytes) produced by different portions of the plant (Schultz and Scofield, 2009 ). For instance, in a detailed study of the consequences of aging in the clonally spreading tree species Populus tremuloides, Ally et al. (2010) found that pollen grain viability decreased with plant age, an effect that they attributed to somatic mutation accumulation, though this hypothesis was not directly tested. Schultz and Scofield (2009) formalized methods for estimating the contribution of somatic mutation accumulation to the overall pergeneration rate of deleterious mutation. One method, the so-called 'autogamy depression (AD) test' , compares the fitness of progeny derived by within-flower self-fertilization to that derived by betweenflower self-fertilization (that is, progeny fitness following autogamy versus geitonogamy). AD can be defined as 1 À(w a /w g ), where w a is the fitness of progeny derived via autogamy and w g is the fitness of progeny derived via geitonogamy (in parallel with the definition of inbreeding depression), or alternatively, as D ¼ w g Àw a , the definition we use in the present study. AD is a direct outcome of the somatic mutational process, given that certain conditions hold. First, in diploid organisms it is expected that three-quarters of progeny produced via autogamous pollination will inherit a de novo somatic mutation one-half the time as heterozygotes and one-quarter the time as homozygotes (Schultz and Scofield, 2009) , whereas, progeny produced via geitonogamy will only bear such mutations in a heterozygous state. Second, if the inherited somatic mutations are not expressed in the tissues of the crown that differentiate into meiocytes, then somatic selection will be ineffective at removing mutations from the cell lineages that give rise to gametes. Third, if the somatic mutations are deleterious and recessive (or partially recessive), and expressed in the progeny, then AD should become manifest.
Although appropriate experimental designs to assess rates of somatic mutation in plants have now been described (Schultz and Scofield, 2009) , there have been no studies published to date that employ these methods to estimate somatic mutation parameters. In this study, we present measurements of inbreeding depression obtained from the clonal woody plant, Vaccinium. angustifolium (lowbush blueberry). The pollinations and fitness assays conducted were first used to assess overall levels of early-acting inbreeding depression. In a separate experiment, we applied pollination treatments required to obtain measurements of AD. We derive a maximum-likelihood approach for estimating somatic mutation parameters from AD data, and use the data obtained from experiments with V. angustifolium to estimate somatic mutation parameters.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Target species and study site V. angustifolium is a clonal woody plant that spreads through a system of underground rhizomes. Separate genotypes within the same population often differ in leaf morphology as well as leaf and flower color, and clones can often be distinguished from one another in the field. The work reported here was conducted in commercial blueberry fields in the region around Neguac, New Brunswick, Canada. V. angustifolium occurs as an understory plant in the forests of the region, and commercial blueberry fields are established by clearing the forest and encouraging growth of the blueberry plants. The blueberry clones in these fields were established from naturally occurring plants over 100 years ago, and many clones are large, covering more than 20 m 2 in surface area. Hokanson and Hancock (1993) studied inheritance in V. angustifolium. On the basis of several crosses, they were unable to distinguish with certainty between tetrasomic and disomic modes of inheritance. Accordingly, we base our conclusions on the possibility that either mode of inheritance could apply to this species.
Estimation of early-acting inbreeding depression
Pollinations were carried out in the summer of 2011 to determine the level of early-acting inbreeding depression in lowbush blueberry plants. Twenty-four blueberry fields were selected. Twelve blueberry clones per field were selected at 5 m intervals along 60 m transects. Inflorescences used for pollination were identified and labeled when flowers were in bud. Pollinations were conducted with inflorescences that were bagged prior to anthesis and kept in bags until flowers senesced. In inflorescences selected for autogamous pollination, pollen was collected into sterile tubes and then applied to stigmas with a fine paintbrush, cleaned with 70% ethanol between pollinations. Outcrossed pollinations were conducted using a similar procedure, but with pollen from clones located at least 5 m away. Flower counts and pollinations were conducted a minimum of three times per inflorescence during the flowering season.
It has been previously shown that the closely related blueberry species, V. corymbosum (highbush blueberry), exhibits early-acting inbreeding depression, manifested as a high rate of fruit abortion following selfing. We therefore used percent fruit set per inflorescence as the fitness measure for estimating inbreeding depression. Percent fruit set was calculated by counting the number of flowers pollinated per inflorescence and comparing that value to the number of mature berries later in the season. Inbreeding depression (@) was calculated using the formula @ ¼ 1 À(W s /W o ) (Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 1987 ), where W s represents percent fruit set in self-pollinated inflorescences and W o represents percent fruit in outcross-pollinated inflorescences.
Clone identification for the AD test
In 2012, separate (putative) clones from one field were selected for the pollination treatments. These clones ranged in size from 9 to 30 m 2 in surface area. For each clone, 20 paired autogamous and geitonogamous pollinations ( Figure 1 ) were conducted. The physical limits of each putative clone were initially determined from observations on homogeneity of growth form (upright or spreading branches), leaf pigmentation (green or red-purple, anthocyanin-rich) and timing of leaf development (early in season or late), together with the presence of bare ground or other species of plants between blueberry stems. Each putative clone was then genotyped at two highly polymorphic microsatellite loci by sampling leaf tissue from four widely spaced edges of the clone. Leaf samples subtended the infloresences used in the controlled pollinations.
Genomic DNA was extracted separately from each leaf sample using a QIAcube robot and spin column kits (DNAeasy Plant Mini prep) with the appropriate preloaded standard plant DNA extraction protocol (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). The two variable microsatellite loci used (CA 344F and CA 794F) are described in Boches et al. (2005) and primer sequences also are listed in that publication. PCR reactions were carried out in a final volume of 10 ml. The reaction mixture consisted of 2 ml of DNA solution, 5 U ml À1 of Taq DNA polymerase, 1 ml of 10Â PCR buffer, 10 mM of dNTP mix, 2.5 mM Somatic deleterious mutation rate in a woody plant K Bobiwash et al Allelic richness at the microsatellite loci was high, and each of the 20 putative clones selected possessed a multilocus genotype that was unique to the sample. The initial assignment of ramets, as belonging to a specific clone based on morphology and plant spacing alone, was verified in 19 out of the 20 cases by genotypes obtained at the marker loci-that is, all four of the leaf samples collected from each of the 20 putative clones exhibited the same unique and diagnostic multilocus marker genotypes. In the case of the one remaining clone, one out of the four leaf samples was shown to exhibit a multilocus genotype that differed from that of the other three leaf samples. Although this could be due to a somatic microsatellite mutation, we opted to be conservative and not consider data from pollinations conducted with inflorescences in that portion of the clone.
Pollinations for the AD test
Our implementation of the AD test involved pollinations made with inflorescences pairs, either close together on the same branch or widely separated, but within the same clone. The inflorescences used for geitonogamous pollinations were typically separated by several meters of branch growth, and thus could acquire non-shared somatic mutations (Figure 1 ). For the purpose of the AD test, all within-branch inflorescence pair pollinations were treated as 'autogamous' , whereas all between-branch inflorescence pair pollinations were treated as 'geitonogamous' . Although this implementation of the AD test does not adhere to the strict botanical definition of autogamy and geitonogamy, it does, nevertheless, lead to contrast between treatments in the expected incidence of homozygosity of somatic mutations, and was the only practical way in which to proceed. We refer below to such a pair of pollinations as an 'autogamous-geitonogamous' crossing pair.
As in the case of the inbreeding depression measurements, inflorescences were identified, labeled and bagged prior to and during the flowering period. Upon flowering, inflorescences selected for the autogamous pollination treatment were pollinated with pollen collected from a within-branch inflorescence pair, placed in sterile tubes and then applied to stigmas with a fine paintbrush. For geitonogamous pollinations, pollen was collected in sterile tubes from a distantly positioned inflorescence (an inflorescences on an opposite side of the clone, as shown in Figure 1 ) and then applied to stigmas.
Fitness measures for the AD test
As in the inbreeding depression study, percent fruit set per inflorescence was used as the fitness measure, and so the data obtained pertain only to mutations that influence early survival. To obtain this information, flower counts and pollinations were conducted every third or fourth day until senescence of all flowers occurred (early June). Bags were then removed. To minimize error in estimating percent fruit set due to fruit loss by bird foraging, fruit set counts were obtained when the fruits were green, but fully developed in size (early August).
A potential problem with the AD test when fruit set is the fitness component is that fruits may fail to set for reasons not related to inbreeding depression. For example, problems with animal predation or the transfer of pollen could result in failed fruit set. This could result in negative AD. We lost about half of our pollinated infloresences due to damage from animal predation, and discarded o10% of undamaged inflorescences due to problems we encountered in transferring pollen between flowers.
Maximum-likelihood estimation of mutation parameters
Somatic deleterious mutations influence both the mean and the variance of fitness of progeny produced via autogamy and geitonogamy. Together the fitness difference (the measured AD) along with the (co-) variances in autogamous and geitonogamous fitnesses can provide the information required to estimate mutation parameters, paralleling the classic BatemanMukai approach to estimating mutation parameters (Mukai, 1964; Schultz and Scofield, 2009 ). Alternatively, a maximum-likelihood-based approach may be applied to estimate mutation parameters (Keightley, 1994) , particularly when mutation rates are large and approximations based on observed change in fitness and fitness variance breaks down-conditions that hold for the data collected in this study.
We derived the likelihood function following the method of Keightley (1994) . For simplicity, we assume diploid inheritance. If inheritance in V. angustifolium is actually tetrasomic rather than disomic, violation of this assumption would lead to an underestimate of the somatic mutation rate, as the probability of autozygosity under tetrasomic inheritance is lower (Haldane, 1930) . This is acceptable because our aim is to provide a conservative estimate of the somatic mutation rate.
Let D k denote the measured fitness difference between progeny produced in the kth autogamous-geitonogamous crossing pair. We assume that there are U b deleterious 'background' mutations present in a heterozygous state in the zygoyte that gave rise to the plants where autogamously and geitonogamously produced progeny were obtained. In addition, we assume that there are U c deleterious 'crown' mutations have occurred in the independent branches of this plant that bear the flowers used in the geitonogamous crosses, and that arose since these branches last shared a common meristematic cell in the crown (Figure 1 ). The rate of crown mutation is assumed to be Poisson distributed with mean l ¼ U c per branch. We note that it is also possible to formulate the model below using l ¼ U c per unit length of branch growth (rather than per branch), but we have opted not to do so because we lacked precise information on the branch lengths. All mutations are assumed to have a constant additive effect on progeny fitness denoted by s, and to be expressed in the progeny with dominance coefficient h. Moreover, we assume that these newly arising mutations do not experience somatic selection. Thus, our estimates apply to the class of mutations with fitness effects that are not expressed during branch growth. Accordingly, we have:
where w ak and w gk denote autogamous and geitonogamous fitnesses from the kth crossing pair, respectively, and j is a Poisson deviate with parameter l ¼ U c . We assume that environmental effects influencing autogamous and geitonogamous fitness (and their differences) are normally distributed with Somatic deleterious mutation rate in a woody plant K Bobiwash et al variance V e . Thus, the likelihood associated with the autogamous fitness and AD measured from the kth autogamous-geitonogamous pair is:
where f is the Gaussian probability density function, and p(j) is the Poisson probability that the branch in question has accumulated j new (heterozygous) somatic mutations. Two other likelihoods were also used in estimating the mutation parameters. These are:
Finally, we have the log likelihood of the intersection of each of the three quantities above:
A four-step procedure was used to find mutation parameters that maximized the likelihood of the data. First, a random grid search of the parameter space was performed, in which the Nelder-Mead downhill simplex method was applied to 15 000 random starting points satisfying 0oho0.5, 0oso1, 0oU c or U b o30, and 0oV e 'so0.5 (Nelder and Mead, 1965; HaagLiautard, et al., 2008) . The resulting likelihood values were used to find the maximum-likelihood estimates of the environmental variance parameters V e 's to construct the overall loess-interpolated likelihood surface and to construct the profile likelihoods. Profile likelihoods are the projection of the multidimensional likelihood surface into the plane relating a particular mutational parameter to the log maximum likelihood of the surface (Nocedal and Wright, 1999) . Profile likelihoods were constructed for U c , U b , U c s, h, hs, and s. Second, the Nelder-Mead method was used to find the maximum-likelihood estimates of U c , U b , s and h while holding the environmental variance components fixed at their maximum-likelihood values obtained from the grid search. The standard errors of these estimates were obtained using the likelihood ratio method (Weir, 1996) . Third, these results were checked and confirmed by two additional methods, the quasi-Newton or variable metric algorithm developed by Broyden (1970) , Fletcher (1970) , Fletcher and Reeves (1964) , Goldfarb (1970) , Shanno and Kettler (1970) and Shanno (1970) (the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm (BFGS)) and an intelligent grid search method (Heim, 2007; R Core Team, 2012) , both of which gave results to within less than 1% of the values found by the Nelder-Mead method. Fourth, the Nelder-Mead, BFGS and the intelligent grid search algorithms were each used separately to find the maximum-likelihood estimate of the product of U c and s, assuming fixed values of h and U b that differed from their maximum-likelihood estimates to assess the sensitivity to the estimate of U c s to variation in these parameter values. These methods again gave results that differed from each other by less than one percent. All numerical optimization procedures were executed in R using the functions optim(), mle() and cleversearch() (Heim, 2007; R Core Team, 2012) .
In theory, a more refined maximum-likelihood estimation procedure to estimate mutation parameters, one that entails a model with variable as opposed to constant mutation effects, could be obtained by extending estimation along the lines described by Keightley (1994) , in which mutational effects are assumed to be gamma distributed (with shape parameter-b, scale parameter-a). But in view of the relatively modest-sized data set and the lower statistical power available for estimating additional parameters, we have opted not to do so here.
RESULTS

Inbreeding and AD
The majority of the selfed plants showed low fruit set (mean ¼ 0.13 ± 0.16) compared with the outcrossing treatment (mean ¼ 0.53±0.24). A Wilcoxon-signed rank test showed that the difference was highly significant (Po0.0001). Consequently, inbreeding depression level is high in the populations studied with many values near 1 (Figure 2 ). Assuming diploid inheritance and based on the approach by Morton et al. (1956) , the estimate of the number of lethal equivalents per zygote (2B) is 2B ¼ À4 ln(W s /W o ) ¼ 2.41. Assuming tetrasomic inheritance, in the absence of double reduction, autozygosity is approached at approximately one-third the rate compared with diploidy (Haldane, 1930) . This leads to an estimate of numbers of lethal equivalents per zygote (based on tetrasomy) of
AD was found to be approximately normally distributed with a mean value of 0.155 (95% confidence intervals ¼ 0.106-0.204), and significantly different from 0 by a one-sample t-test (t ¼ 6.218, df ¼ 185, Po0.0025) (Figure 3 ).
Mutation parameter estimates
The maximum-likelihood profile surface of U c against s showed a prominent likelihood ridge corresponding to the product U c sB2-3, suggesting strong support for 2-3 lethal equivalent mutations affecting fruit set within the crown of our study plants (Figure 4a ). This surface also showed very pronounced peaks for the individual mutation parameters, yielding strong maximum-likelihood estimates of U c ¼ 3.1 (s.e. ¼ 0.1) crown mutations, homozygous effect s ¼ 0.86 (s.e. ¼ 0.01) and dominance h ¼ 0.43 (s.e. ¼ 0.02) within the fixedeffects mutational model (Figures 4a-c) . The number of background mutations affecting fruit set was estimated to be near zero, with maximum-likelihood estimate by the Nelder-Mead method yielding U b ¼ 0.005 (s.e. ¼ 0.02). The sensitivity of the product U c s to variation in U b and h is moderate, with a minimum value of B2 for partially dominant canopy mutations, regardless of the number of background mutations up to 3 (Figure 4d ). Somatic deleterious mutation rate in a woody plant K Bobiwash et al
Inbreeding Depression
DISCUSSION
Inbreeding depression
Inbreeding depression estimates in the populations of V. angustifolium studied here are high, as reported by Bell et al. (2010) for populations of this species located in the northeastern United States. Prior studies with this species suggest that this result is not due to a system of selfpollen rejection (self-incompatibility). For instance, to distinguish self-incompatibility from early-acting inbreeding depression in V. angustifolium, Hokanson and Hancock (2000) emasculated flowers and then compared fruit set after several pollination treatments, including: (1) application of self-pollen to stigmas on day 0, (2) application of cross-pollen to stigmas on day 0, (3) application of cross-pollen to stigmas on day 3, (4) application of self-pollen to stigmas on day 0 followed by cross-pollen on day 1 and (5) application of self-pollen to stigmas on day 0 followed by crosspollen on day 3. The latter two treatments produced statistically significantly greater seed per fruit than either the selfed treatment alone or the self followed by cross-pollen on day 3, suggesting that low self-fertility is not due to self-incompatibility.
AD and somatic mutation parameter estimates
The somatic mutation parameter estimation conducted here suggests that several mutations arise during growth of the crown. These are mutations of large effect (sX0.8) and partially dominant (hX0.3). It is notable that this large value of U c results in a total genomic deleterious mutation rate that exceeds that measured for most annual plants by up to an order of magnitude (Baer et al., 2007) . The actual discrepancy could be greater than this, as we examined only the effect of early-acting mutations, whereas studies of deleterious mutation in annuals have generally examined fitness effects that accrue over the entire lifespan of the plant. The higher estimated rate of somatic Somatic deleterious mutation rate in a woody plant K Bobiwash et al mutation accords with suggestions that woody plants do indeed undergo higher overall mutation rate per generation than annuals (Klekowski, 1988) , and suggests that cell lineage selection may not be efficient at removing the class of mutations examined in this study.
Sources of bias in the estimation of somatic mutation parameters
The somatic mutation parameter estimates obtained here may potentially be biased downward. First, the estimates are based on autogamous-geitongamous cross pairs obtained from 20 different plants. We have pooled the results from these 20 plants, thereby assuming uniform values of U b and U c for each plant; one-way analysis of variance treating clone as a random factor shows that there is some variation in D among clones (F 19166 ¼ 1.89, Po0.02) . Second, with respect to the estimation of U c , the sizes of the plants sampled differ (there is about a twofold range of plant surface area), so that even if the rate of somatic mutation per cell is constant, the number of mutations accumulating along the branches could vary, with larger plants accumulating more mutations in the crown. Because our estimation of mutation parameters assumes that selection does not influence the estimation of the rate of somatic mutation (or alternatively, that if somatic selection does act, it does so equally for each plant), selection combined with such size variability could introduce error. That is, if somatic selection occurs and the opportunity for selection increases as the branch grows, mutations in flowers subtended by longer branches may experience more selection than those subtended by shorter ones. This would tend to bias down the estimate of U c , though such an effect could be offset by the greater opportunity for somatic mutation to occur in longer branches. Third, the selective effects and dominance coefficients associated with individual mutations likely vary for each mutation. Variation in the selective effects would lead to downward bias in the estimate of mutation rate, with the degree of bias depending on the shape of the distribution of mutational effects (Simmons and Crow, 1977; Keightley, 1994) . Fourth, the methods may underestimate the true rate of somatic mutation, as we have assumed diploidy. As noted above, there is some evidence to suggest that V. angustifolium exhibits tetrasomic inheritance, which if present, is expected to give rise to a lower probability of homozygosity of mutations upon selfing, the actual amount depending on the degree of double reduction (Haldane, 1930) . If inheritance is tetrasomic, our estimates of mutation rates would be biased downward. Unfortunately, the exact degree of potential bias cannot be calculated, as there is no method for determining the frequency of double reduction of the deleterious mutations.
Other autogamy depression studies Although there exist no other detailed studies of AD, such as the one we have conducted here, a survey of literature revealed a number of studies in which both autogamy and geitonogamy were conducted in the same plants. These studies show that D40 is a common finding (Table 1) . Although these studies do not provide explicit information on within-plant distances (number of somatic cell divisions) separating flowers used in the geitonogamous crosses, it is reasonable to expect that it would tend to be larger in woody plants, where there is greater latitude for using widely separated flowers. In this regard, it is noteworthy that D for woody plants tends to be larger than D for herbs (t ¼ 1.74, df ¼ 20, Po0.10), as expected if somatic mutation is a general feature of plants, though it is important to note that this pattern could also be an artifact of investigators unknowingly using different plants (that is, different ramets) when conducting geitonogamous crosses.
Conclusions and future work
Our results provide whole-genome estimates of the rate of somatic deleterious mutations. There have also been recent studies suggesting that somatic mutation accumulation can reduce fitness through its effect on pollen viability (Ally et al., 2010) . We have used phenotypic methods to estimate the deleterious mutation rate. An alternative approach would be to use DNA sequencing to assay the number of mutations directly. We note that molecular and phenotypic estimates of mutation rate are both informative, but they provide fundamentally different kinds of information. Molecular estimates inform us about processes that have occurred at the molecular level, whereas phenotypic studies tell us the fitness effect of mutations. Unfortunately, there is no reliable way to convert estimates of point mutation and insertion-deletion events detected with sequencing into estimates of fitness effects. Our results are limited to one fitness component, an early-acting one at that, where somatic selection may have limited power to remove mutations. It will be important to extend this type of estimation to other fitness components, such as growth rate, flowering and so on. In these cases, there may be more opportunity for somatic selection to reduce the realized number of mutations passed onto gametes.
Finally, we note that our study was conducted in a commercially valuable clonal species rather than an annual species. There has been much discussion of the merits of relying more upon perennial plants for agricultural production, as the use of such plants is expected to reduce soil erosion and reliance on high-input chemical fertilizers and herbicides, while promoting above-and below-ground soil biodiversity and ecological processes (Glover et al., 2010) . If, however, somatic mutation is a general feature of plant growth and occurs at a high rate, a switch to perennial or clonal crop plants could have the effect of reducing seed and/or fruit yields (McKey et al., 2010) . Indeed, in light of the results obtained here, it is reasonable to ask, for the blueberry plantations investigated in this study, whether the practice of allowing unlimited vegetative expansion of clones may contribute to limiting yield, through its effect on augmenting somatic mutation and consequent reduction in fruit set due to early-acting inbreeding depression. Smaller clone size could perhaps lead to lower inbreeding depression. Another possible strategy to reduce the impact of inbreeding depression in clonal or tree crops is to increase pollen dispersal rates by deploying pollinator species that take longer flights on average between foraging bouts so that more of the pollen transfer occurs between genets.
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